Date: 9-28-09

Room: Talked

with [redacted]

He put sensor from Ellis portal on sensor to trigger L-W Alarm.

All of Beights from Ellis portal to L-W have same air.

Done 60 minute

Inspector's Initials [redacted]
Supervisor's Initials and Date 9-28-09 Page No. 10

MSHA Form 7000-10K, June 93 (revised)
Date: 09.28.09

1. Unexpected due to the low volume of the leak and the intake fans have C18 sensors in it to give an early warning.

2. The air pressure in the best entry of the 1/1/1 section best is greater than Station #35700 then in the intake entry. There is a set of air lock doors constructed at this location and air from the best entry is leaking into the intake when checked with smoke tube.

3. Location 35700 station 1/1/1.

4. Weekly examiner should have known.

5. For some time longer than this shift.

6. Persons worked in by this location.

Inspector's Initials: [Redacted]

Supervisor's Initials and Date: [Redacted] Page No.: 13
Date 9-29-09

Arrived at 6:00

Prepared for inspection

Traveled to
NEME Site. Met

with [Redacted]

Discussed

Adding a line to
the Surface to
the Face Phone

Supervisor's Initials and Date ____________ Page No. __

MSHA Form 7000-10K, June 93 (revised)

Date 09-29-09

off the long wall

Control phone System. I gave

[Redacted] a copy

of the policy for

18.68 that states

the phone is to be

Sealed from all

other phone systems

Supervisor's Initials and Date ____________ Page No. __

MSHA Form 7000-10K, June 93 (revised)

Date 09-29-09

in the mine. I
told him that if

it is approved

with out a line
to the surface that

He would need a

field change or

a 10c citation.

Advised him to

Inspector's Initials ____________ Page No. __

Supervisor's Initials and Date ____________ Page No. __
9-29-09 at the mine. He said that he was going to travel to that location and would terminate the citation.

I met with [redacted] and [redacted]. Discussed the MHS System with them.

For an unload close.
Date 9-29-09

going to the HW.

and what could be
done to lessen the
Volume.

Had a discussion
_with

about the AMS
System.

Had a discussion

Inspector's Initials ____________  Page No. 8

Supervisor's Initials and Date ____________
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Date 9-29-09

with ____________

about the control

planned the next

Face being 110 feet

wide. He is going to

not SMC, Humble

the control question

He will find out if

the wider Face

Inspector's Initials ____________  Page No. 9

Supervisor's Initials and Date ____________
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Date 9-26-09

will Require

a new 2H inspection

Per the HW system.

Terminally 4784368

Returned to HQ

Done Paper Work

Inspector's Initials ____________  Page No. 10

Supervisor's Initials and Date ____________
DAILY COVER SHEET

Date  9-29-04  Event No.  4119293

Arrived at the Mine  8:15  Departed from the Mine

List Records Books Checked

Accompanied Our Company Representative

Miners Representative  N/A

AREAS OF INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Close out Conf.

Traveled to the mine with

When arriving at the mine I met with

- Held a close out conf. with

Inspector's Initials

Supervisor's Initials and Date  7/11/04

Violation: Ventilation, Roof Control.

- Said they have split the mine up and gave half and another Everett Heager half. Also, the operator has an evening shift.

Inspector's Initials

Supervisor's Initials and Date  7/11/04

Page No.  2
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Date 9/29/09
and a 3rd shift mine foreman start May 10-5-09.

...said they are taking steps to reduce citations.

 Inspector's Initials
Supervisor's Initials and Date 10/14/09 Page No. 4
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Date 9/29/09 Event No. 4419223
Arrived at the Mine 0650 Departed from the Mine __
Areas of Inspection Activity:
Accompanied By: Company Representative Eric M. Baugher
Miners Representative, N/A

Areas of Inspection Activity:
Records:
Central payroll books 12/3/96 to 1/1/97, p. 470

Central Quarterly Emcro Event, Daven DO# 1098-000

Inspector's Initials
Supervisor's Initials and Date 10/14/09 Page No. 2

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 2007-470-479
The operating does not have a record of the annual refresher of any task training or annual employee experience. The operator cannot produce any training records for the above miner.

This condition has existed for at least 30 days. The miner supervisor should have known this.

This is a record violation and may result in lost of permit. The inspector - you as OSHA approved.

Return to Mr. Hope.
DAILY COVER SHEET

Date: 9/29/09  Event No.: #1119828
Arrived at the Mine: 815  Departed from the Mine: __
List Records Books Checked: __

Accompanied By: Company Representative: __
Miners Representative: __

AREAS OF INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Term names: __

Closeout code: __

Inspector's Initials: __
Supervisor's Initials and Date: __

Date: 9/29/09

Arrived at the Mine gathered closure materials.

I proceeded to mine site in GO with __

Day with: __

Meal: __

Terminals: __

At 9:00 a.m. The mining records for __ had been provided.

Wet Damp Code with: __

and __

Discussed citations issued by Federal

Discussed citations issued by Federal

Inspector's Initials: __
Supervisor's Initials and Date: __

Page No.: 1

Page No.: 3

Page No.: 2